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The Rise and Fa1l of the Myth of Orc(1):

Orc's Origin Traced in Blake's Poems Composed

Between 1789 and 1792

Ayako Wada

Northrop Frye attributed the failure of予石α,α/T力ι Яθttγ Zοαs partly to the indeterminacy of

who― Orc or Los― was the true protagonist in precipitating the Last Judgment.He says:

The Last 」udgment silnply starts off 、vith a bang, as an instinctive shudder of self―

preservation against a tyranny of intolerable menace.If so,then it is not really the work of

Los....it iS old revolutionary doctrine of a spontaneous reappearance of Orc.ユ

Frye overlooked the hidden dyna■ �cs by which Los attains heroic status and thereby occasions

the LastJudgment.Remarkable,nevertheless,is his insight that Orc used to be the central figure

of レ物,α.Indeed, レ物′α was almost certainly proieCted to evolve from the fragmentary myths

developed in Blake's earlier works a comprehensive vision of the Fall and Judgment Of the

cosmic h/1an.Those fragmentary myths came together when Orc、vas identified as the generated

form of Luvah.This crucial idea is■ ot found in T力θ Bοο″っF」77izιη,as is clear from the fact that

the poe■1, although meant to be the first book of a longer study of the Fall and probably

」udgment,came to a dead end because of the lack of this crucial identity of Orc. This moment

of inspiration is,in my view,expressed in 4物 を打θα.2 The COmpletion of the myth of Orc and its

coHapse is found only in the Preludiunl ofス 滅 θα.This rise and fa1l of the myth of Orc can be

seen as reflecting the formation and collapse of the earliest structure of レ;α ,α.In what follows,

therefore,the myth of Orc is pursued fro■ l its origin to the disintegration in Blake's 、vorks

produced before Fa,α .Although Frye is one of the most perceptive critics who discerned Orc's

importance in Blake and his nature,he is also responsible for the propagation of the distorted

image of Orc.According to his paradigm known as the`Orc Cyde',Orc(the Apocalyptic dragon―

slayer)stiffens into Uri3en(the dragOn)and renews his form cyclically as though he were

essentially a dragon、 vhich sloughs off its skin fronl time to time,3 This is certainly not what

Blake intended and requires revislon as,far from accepting Orc's degeneration into a serpent,

he strived hard to renovate Orc's myth or at least tried to explain why Orc became a serpent,
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Blake experienced something analogous to a Fall、 vhen the myth of Orc or レ;α Jα collapsed and

his poetic genius stood or fen depending on its renovation as the foHo、 ving discussion indicates.

The mythological figure who holds the key to the formation Of the Urizen― Luvah myth is Orc,

for the myth evolved out of the clash between Urizen and Orc,although neither of the■ l were

given names in the early stages,In spite of the first appearance of Orc's name inッ 4?夕ι977iθα,and

the overall importance of the myth throughout Blake's works,his genesis seems to be obscured

in the Prophecy,in、 vhich Orc is already born and the myth concerning Orc comes close to its

completion,Orc's origin is transcribed else、 vhere,and the formation of his inyth― ―specificany,

his conception,birth and hfe― was already implicit before 4ηιπθα and T力ι Bθο″げ
yttιη Vere

written, while original visions were retained in the later works. Blake spent several years

grasping Orc's for■ 1,and even longer penetrating his nature.Before Orc's nature is traced in

ッ4タタιι万じα,his formation must be sought elsewhere.

It is generally agreed that Orc is the incarnation of the revolutionary spirit, to some extent

overlapping with the image of」 esus,On the other hand,in`The Tyger'cruelty is given the form

of a beast, which, nevertheless, has an undeniable kinship 、vith Orc, as many critics have

perceived. The apparent paradox of two extremes― the tiger and the lamb― is  resolved in

Blake's view of the French Revolution,his perception of which shifted between 1789 and 1795.

From �[artin Nurmi's argument concerning the three stages of its Notebook drafts,4 。ther

historical evidence,and the poenl's relation to Blake's other works,it can be surmised that`The

Tyger'was composed between 1792 and 1794.In order to understand the fluctuating image of

the tiger and Orc,the discussion needs to begin fro■l the lamb一 that is, an aspect of Blake's

original view of the Revolution.

Sttζ思9/1%夕切θιηιι begins with an`IntrOduction'in which a child asks a plper to`Pipe a song

about a Lamb'(E,7).This line reveals in simple words the theme of the collection.As decreed

by the visionary child, the ilnage of a Lamb or」 esus is perceived throughout the work: he

appears in the image of an innocent child,the rising sun,a neek lamb,a new― born baby and a

shepherd tending his sheep.Also,`Introduction'manifests the nature of I〕 lake's writing in Sο んgs

げ rηηoθιttθι.A soaring poetic inspiration is the first principle,accompanied by visions and

musical notes as ifit were the rapturous song of spring― birds.The purpose of writing is to seize

the moment of exultation,to manifest and trans■ �t it.What is remarkable is Blake's `pen'.As

Kathleen Raine pointed out,Prometheus stole the fire from heaven with`a hollo、 v reed'.5 sθ夕,gs

Q′ r%夕ιoθιηιι may be considered Blake's attempt to set a fiery joy on earth.The Promethean

vision,darkened however,is observed in`The Tyger士

In、vhat distant deeps or skies。

Burnt the fire of thine eyes?

On what、 vings dare he aspire?

What the hand,dare sie3e the fire? (E,24)
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The■ re brought dOwn in`The Tyger'is nOt for iOy Or mirth but for destructioni the nature of

this fire is burning and cOnsunling wrath.

The fire Blake seized with a reed from his pOetic inspiration is visible in the designs Of such

poems as`The B10ssOm',`Infant JOy'and`The Divine lmage'HOunshing up tOwards hも
aveno This

g4ow of Orange and yel10w flame is present toO in BIake's Other designs fOr pOems in the

collectiOn.Blake prOduced this delightful work during a period Of sOaring apOcalyptic hOpe that

people's perceptiOns might be cleansed with the dawn Of a new age.Blake's apprOval of a series

of democratic movements in France in 1789-― movements such as the establishment Of the
National Assembly and the DeclaratiOn Of the Rights Of Man and the Citizen as wen as the Fall

of the Bastille― ―is crystallized in these poetic fOrms.

Blake's belief in the arrival of the new age cOntinued int0 1790.As if echoing Richard Price's

pro― revolutiOnary pamphlet Of 1790 which was based On his sermon Of November 4,1789,Blake

launched his manifesto in T力 ι Mar7/iαFι げ rrgαυtt αηα ttO',.Blake's �siOn of Man as a micrOcOsm,
and of the inacrocOsm as the image of Man of the cosmic scale,gave him an analysis Of the first

crisis as the battle between Reason and Desire in the human psyche, where the divine ilnage

dwells,As he puts it:

ThOse whO restrain desire, dO so because theirs is weak enough tO be restrainedi and the

restrainer Or reason usurps its place&governs the unwilling.

And being restrained it by degrees becOmes passive till it is Only the shadOw Of desire.

(MHH,5,E,34)
While Reason is accused Of usurpation,the main failure seems tO be attributed tO Desire which

remained passive due to a lack Of strength and energy。 「Phis pOint echOes what Price emphasizedi

Cherish in yOur breasts this cOnvictiOn, and act under its influence; detesting the OdiOus

doctrines of passive obedience,[and]non― resistance.6

rhι 』なα77/iα

『
ι。ァFr9αυι%tr/%,rrg,,was written and engraved between 1790 and 1793.Given that,

as Erdman discOvered,between 1791 and 1802 Blake used g with its serif On the left side with

unwavering cOnsistency,7 pageS produced in 1790 can be distinguished frOm the rest.8 The

result is a clear picture of the exaltation of Hell― 五re without a sense that itinight carry negative

values.9 BIake apparently thought that changing people's view Of Hell and making it balance

with that of Heaven might lead tO their ultil■ ate liberation.The values which stand Opposite to
angelic Ones and, as a result, were expelled and suppressed, must be revived and duly

acknOwledged. The emphasis Of Blake's ilnportant doctrine that `WithOut Contraries is nO

progression'(地 町 監 3;E,34)is On the weaker and inferior side sO that it may be encouraged tO

be as strOng as its cOntrary。  (Blake was apparently in a degree syrnpathetic tO Mary
wonstonecraft's revolutiOnary view cOncerning the equality of sexes,which geared the p01itical

and sOcial upheaval between the oppressOr and the oppressed tO the relatiOnships between men
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and women.)Moreover,what is remarkable is that in T力 列 豚″T/iαμ げ FFgαυゼ%α勿,打οJJ Blake

presented Jesus as the antithesis of the conventional viewi a transgressor I″ ho broke the law out

of love and impulsiveness,whereas in the conventional view he、 vas a meek lamb and a man of

forbearing and long suffering,as his icon on the cross indicates, In a sense, T力 θ」ИαT7tag9げ

rrgαυθη α%, FrgJ,was written for Blake's o、 vn liberation. It was only after his battle 、vith

S、vedenborgian angels and their followers to convert thentt to his party that Blake was able tO

describe」 esus in ways true to his own vision.

Blake started apprehending the course of the revolutionary I■ ovements in the same clilnate in

which Edmund Burke's reactionary Ro/1ι εttο%Sθ%ケカιR¢υοJttttOη ι%F%αηθι appeared on November

l,1790.Burke scented the Republican exultation in Richard Price's pamphleti

What an eventful period is thisI I am thankful that l have lived to it;and l could alェ nost say

Lο材,統朋 ,ガルsナ ケカ
"ナ

妙 Sワηαηケ

'妙

αγサウηクιαθじ,力γ聖ノリつd力αυゼsιιηケ妙 sαチυαttθη.… I have

lived to see THIRTY WIILLIONS of people,indignant and resolute,spurning at slavery, and

demanding liberty with an irresistible voicei their king led in triumph, and an arbitrary

monarch surrendering himself to his subieCtSユ
。

Price refers to the incident on October 5, 1789 when the French royal family was transported

from Versallles to Paris.Burke read the same incident with an opposite sense of values and

compared Price with Hugh Peters,、 ″ho took sides with Cro■ lwell and the regicides:

That sermon is in a strain which l believe has not been heard in this kingdonl,in any of the

pulpits which are tolerated or encouraged in it,since the year 1648,when a predecessor of

Dr.Price,the Reverend Hugh Peters,made the vault of the king's own chapel at St.」 ames's ring

with the honour and privilege of the Saints, who, 、ハrith the `high praises of God in their

mouths,and aケνο―edged sword in their hands,vere to execute iudgement on the heathen,and

punishments upon theク ι9ク
'ワ

;tO bind their″ 腕gs with chains,and their ηοう,9s with fetters of

iron'。・

Although Burke blamed Enlightenment philosophers for being the leading guides of the

Revolution,as did Blake,while Price paid tribute to the■1,how unlike the spirits of Burke and

Blake wereI Blake attributed Deis■ l or Natural Religion to Bacon,Locke,Rousseau and Voltaire,

whereas Burke blamed the■ l for dem01ishing the social hierarchy which he saw as rooted in`the

spirit of philosophic analogy'.12 Blake exposed Burke's errOr in Tん ι岨儀77/iαξ9 9/Hcαυιη αηJ Frg''

revealing the process by、vhich spiritual truth Ⅵras externali3ed and petrified into systematic

reasoning(11,E,38).

`A two―edged sword',mentioned here as a sign of lnalice or rebellion,Ⅵras in fact produced

and cast by Burke into parliament on December 28,1792,13 when he made an anti― 」acobin speech

in favour Of the alien bill and the war、vith France which overthrew the monarchy and assisted
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the spread of the republicanis■ l in Europe. Ironically, it was Burke who was regarded as a

dagger―bearer by the revotutionaries.Erdman pointed out the close relation between Burke and

the design of the Preludiuntt to E,ヶ %げセ,ヽVhere a figure bearing a dagger hides in a cave tO assault

a pilgrim。
14

Price's sermon was given to the members of the Revolution Society to commemorate the

Revolution of 1688-― an audience which was well aware of the possibility of linking the Enghsh

and French Revolutions.

And now,methinks,I see the ardour fOr liberty catching and spreading;.。 ....

Behold,the light you have struck out,a■ er setting A� IERICA free,reflected to FRANCE,and

there kindled into a blatte that lays despotism in ashes, and warms and illu■ �nates

EUROPEl15

1s it a mere coincidence that two titles of Blakё 's Prophecies are in capital letters here?Although

it was after the abolition of monarchy in France that I〕 lake produced the first draft ofィ 4?″ιι77iθα,

the core of the Prophecy may have occurred to Blake when he decided to show the French

Revolution as originating in the Ainerican war of lndependence, which likewise spurned the

yoke and Overthrew the despotism of George III.

`A Song of Liberty',which was added to T力 ι地協777iαξι 9′ Fr2,υιη″夕ヶ,frgJ,towards the end of

179216 is the pivotal work which reviews Tん ι tt3ηθんRιυθ励房θ夕ヶand anticipates■ 留ι97/iθα.The
subtle shift of Blake's vislon of the Revolution― the addition in particular of the fallen― hght

iinage to`A Song of Liberty'一 can be explicated in a series of poems starting from r比ゼFT。%ん

R9υο,"河θ夕ι.

This poe■ l is a beautiful crystallization of the brightest phase of the French Revolution,

although this was short-lived and its light soon faded with no hope of recovery. The poem

shows the transition fro■ l the darkest l■ oment to the dawn, also expressed in `The Tyger':

`When the stars threw down their spears//And water'd heaven with their tears'(E,25).T力 ι

F77夕ιθ力 Rιυο,"力θ7ι is on the utmost frontier of historical writing looking towards the

mythologicali the inlmediate historic event,the Fall of the Bastille, becomes a vision that`the

bars of Chaos are burst',`the bottoms of the world were open'd'(獄 ,11.141,301,E,292,299).

The pOem also initiates BIake's use of symbolic imagery of stars, the earliest form of Urizen,

while the structure of the poem manifests Blake's cosm010gy, anticipating the Eternal Man or

Albion.

The first two―thirds Of the poem depicts the Council which elucidates the line,`In that dread

night when Urizen call'd the stars round his feet'(■ ,cancelled plate bi E,58).Blake made the

royalist infernal COuncil pre― eminent, as against the Co■lmons' heavenly one.「 rhe latter is

evoked in a single line which is repeated like a flash of lightning illu■ �nating the darknessi`For

the Commons convene in the Hall ofthe Nation'(FR,11.16,54,E,286,288).As many ctttics have

perceived,Satan's Council in Book II of Paγ α,,sι Lοs,was in Blake's mind.The Council in rttι
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FTPηθんRιυοJ"河θ%is a revision of Satan's Council.� Vhereas in Mllton the four infernal speakers,

VIoloch, Belial, Mammon and Bedlzebub, are burning with `Repubhcan' hatred against their

King,in Blake it is the side of the King which burns iea10usly against the people.The result is

not a silnple parody of �11lton but a serious attempt to expose the truth,as Blake believed Milton

a true poet and of the Devil's party.

Other differences between Satan's Council in Pα 79/''Sヮ Lοd,and the Council in T力ι FΥcηθんｎ

　

，
Rιυο,"肪ο%are also significant.Although �[1lton's infernal speakers argue for different tactics

according to their o、 vn natures,17 all their vie、 vs nevertheless correspond with those which Satan

expresses in soliloquy in Book IV。
18 Blake's four speakers do not express vie、

vs parallel to those

of their mOnarch.Instead,they represent the different parts of the body.The head or brain is

the King or the Duke of Burgundy;the heart the Priest,or the Archbishop of Parisi the hands

and ioins Orleans,and the feet the Nation's Ambassador.Although each part of the body is at

a different level,locations do not imply a hierarchical order as the Proverb of Hell regards the

lower or circumferential parts as equally importanti`The head Subhme, the heart Pathos, the

genitals Beauty,the hands&feet Proportion'(Ar汀鳳 10,E,299).In the poem the brain and

heart,which held the absolute power over the genitals and hands and feet,are now terrified by

their rebellion.Burgundy― strongly associated with wine,blood and war一 seated at the right

hand of the monarch,perceives the King's intense military hope when`his bosom//Expanded

like starry heaven'(FR,82,E,289).Thus Burgundy utters the view closest to his master's,as

Beё15ebub did for Satan.19 The King praises him as`a lion'(FR,1.107,E,290)finding his own

view reflected, that the earth is craving for blood and the eagles for prey. In Blake's view,

maddened arbitrary power first took a bestial for■ 1, whereas Burke abused Price's

Enlightenment citi3ens as`a swinish multitude'.20 The image of a lion― like monarch on all fours

with his long hair and beard hke a lion's mane(comparable with the image of the sulphurous

sun)Arst appears on pages 44 and 48 0f Blake`Notebook and∬ ate 24 0f Tんι Mαr77iα解 げ

H℃αυθη ρ″ヶ,Fr2,,。 with the King's mental disorder after losing control over the American colonies

in mind,inス 物ι力θα (4<6>)Blake made George HI reveal himself as a lion― headed,eagle―

winged,serpent― tailed monster.

In contrast to the lion image of the Duke of Burgundy,the Archbishop of Paris、 vorks on the

King's heart as a serpent tempting、 vith a fatal draught― ―a version of the serpent who gave the

fruit of good and evll to Adam and Evei

...as risen from beneath the Archbishop of Paris arose,

In the rushing of scales and hissing of flames and rolling of sulphurous smoke.

Hearken,Monarch of France,to the terrors of heaven,and let thy soul drink of my counsel.

(FR,11.126-8,E,291)

His counsel contains at its heart a vision of the earliest form of l」 rizen,`An aged for■ 1,white as

snow,hov'ring in mist,weeping in the uncertain hght'(川 ,1.13;E,292).As ancient Patriarch

and moralistic la～ v giver he is associated、 ハ/ith ecclesiastical rengion and the preservation of the

privileges of the fe、 v, The Archbishop concludes his speech by comparing the people's
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revolutionary lnovements to the lower part of the body rebening against the upper,with a strOng

bias towards the existing social hierarchy:

Let thy s01diers possess this city of rebels,that threaten to bathe their feet

ln the b100d Of Nobility,tramphng the heart and the head;let the Bastile devour

These rebellious seditiousi seal them up,(〕 Anointed,in everlasting chains.

(FR,11.155-7,E,293)
On the other hand,Orleans,who appears with`His benevolent hand'(獄 ,1.176,E,294)blesses
the liberatiOn Of the lower part Of the body and the resuitant healthiness of the whole body in

a vision of Man as a microcOs■1,and Of the whOle world in the image of a giant �lan,Fhs view
makes a sharp contrast with the Archbishop's which names the bodily organs only as a

rhetorical device.Orleans expressed the view Of the 10ins or genitals thusi

ls the body diseas'd when the members are healthful?can the man be bOund in sorrOw

Whose ev'ry functiOn is nlrd with its fiery desire?can the soul whose brain and heart

Cast their rivers in equal tides thro'the great Paradise,languish because the feet

Hands,head,bosO■1,and parts of 10ve,follow their high breathing ioy?

(FP,11.182-5;E,294)
Finally,the Nation's Ambassador(the Abb6 de Sieyё s)`rais'd his feet/On the steps of the

Louvre'(獄,11,201-2,E,295光 he represents the voice of the people.His speech makes use of

important symbols which recur in Sttgs(ア E期形7/i″材ι.The visiOn of the cOsmic Man is
accompanied by corresponding iinages drawn from nature. Isaiah 34,4 wOuld have been in

Blake's mind when he imaged the King as the starry pole or the host of heaven。 21 This is

comparable tO Isaiah's prophecy of`the starry harvest'of all the monarchies of the earth being

dissolved.The nobility and priests are counted among those stars forHling constellations, but

they are also imaged in Other terms,as clouds and l■ ountains.The people,on the other hand,are

regarded as hills,valleys,cities and villages.

Blake gives the Abbご  de SieyOs an inspired speech,twO lines of、 vhich in particular recapitulate

the prOcess by which the eternal heavens、 vere darkened:

When the heavens、 vere seal'd with a stOne,and the terrible sun clos'd in an orb,

and the moon Rent froni the nations,and each star appointed for watchers of night.

(獄,11.211-12,E,295)
`A stOne'may be identical with`a StOne Of night'(4,5<7>,E,53),meaning the tablet on which

the Ten Co■lmandments were engraved.22 This stOne is likewise associated with the petrified

phi10sOphy which is the cause of cOrrupt social hierarchies.The result is si■
lilar tO the scene of

Genesis l.16.The sun was conglobed for day,while the moon was rent fron the same sphere as

the sun fOr night,and the stars t00k their stations.This visiOn was first given in a lnythological

form in T力θ Bοο″Q′
jttcη that is,Enitharmon was divided from Los as a globe of blood as the

sign Of the Fall.
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The Abbё  de SieyOs's speech also foreshadows `1「 he Tyger'. He envisages an apocalyptic

transformation in which the oppressors will join the poor at their labours, and bless the

laborious plow by which the curse on sexes dissolves,

That the wild raging millions, that wander in forests, and howl in law blasted 、vastes,

Strength madden'd with slavery,honesty,bound in the dens of superstition,

May sing in the village,and shout in the harvest,and woo in pleasant gardens.

(FR,11.227-9;E,296)

This is Blake's sympathetic view of the fierceness of the l■ ultitude of people who would recover

their full humanity at dawn.As Nurmi argues,it、 vas probably around the autumn of 1792,when

royalists and counter― revolutionaries、 vere massacred,that the first draft of `The Tyger' 、vas

written in Blake's Notebook。
23 To Blake's disappointment,although Orleans questioned,`Can the

fires of Nobility ever be quench'd,or the stars by a stormy night?'(FR,1。 181,E,294),his bright

vision was overshadowed by the turmoil. Instead, as the Archbishop of Paris feared, the

multitude`bathed their feet in the blood of Nobility'(FR,11。 155-6;E,293).The vision of the

revolutiottary spirit, which was once entirely positive, now becomes ambiguous,with the

ferociois image of the tiger wandering in the forest of the night一 though the sign of its former

holiness is traced in its black and yellow pattern of the flame on its no、 v fallen body.

`「Fhe rryger'in its second draft had only four stanzas,including a new stanza beginning`When

the stars threw down their spears'. As Nurmi argues, when France abolished monarchy and

became a Republic towards the end of September 1792,`The Tyger'was probably in its second

stage in、 vhich the beast's cruelty was much dilninished,Nurmi further argues that the earlier

negative view of the tiger was changed to a more positive one.According to hi■ 1,Blake implied

the divine origin of the tiger in the capitalization of`Imlnortal'in the first stanza and also in the

line:`Did he who make the Lamb make thee?'On the other hand,it is certain that Blake was not

entirely satisfied with the ascription of divine origins to the tiger,for he took the viewr that true

divinity can shine in the human form alone――an idea manifested in`The Divine lmage'of Sθ 時亀s

げ r%夕跨θιttw and in Blake'so■ en repeated references to`the Human Form Divine'.Thus Blake

made efforts to give a human form to the once fallen revolutionary spirito What is entirely

missing in Nurmi's argument, and needs due attention, is the pencil design on page 108 0f

Blake's Notebook、 vhere the second stage of`The Tyger'is transcribed.The faint pencil design,

which Keynes recognized as Orc of plate 12 ofッ 4ηιttEθ α,24 should not be disnissed as peripheral

it is evidence of a link between the tiger and Orc.In the first stage of drawing on page 108 of

BIake's Notebook, angelic figures were sketched with their hands raised in the style of `the

mOrning stars'on plate 14 0f Blake's Job designs.The rough sketch is relevant to the image of

the morning transcribed in the new stan2a(later stanza five)of`The Tyger'.In the second

stage,an angelic figure's hands were made horizontal and one of his wings was transformed into

his raised leg.Thus the preh■ inary draft of Orc on plate 12 0fス タ″ιι7/iθα emerged in Blake's

Notebooko Moreover, the very moment of Orc's birth is described in `A Song of Liberty'

composed towards the end of 1792.While a vision of child― birth was already shoA〃 n on plate 3
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Of T力ι MD77ricgι げ河ヮαυι%αη

'rryJJ,Blake added the song to record the auspicious time startingwith the pains Of labour,`The Eternal Female groandlit was heard over all the Earth'(aq

25,E,44).The song finally reaches its chmax with the abolition of monarchy,and Blake

tttumphantly dedares,`Empire is no moreland now the hon&wolf shall cease'(ル″ね弘 27,E,45).

While`A Song of Liberty'looks towardsス タ,9ιπθα,the poe■l shows a retrospective visiOnary

transformation of the course of the French Revolution in which the early bright vision of the

Revolution is iuxtaposed with its subsequent shattered image:

...On those infinite inountains of light nOw barr'd out by the atlantic sea,the new born fire

stood before the starry king!                        (A咄 25,E,44)

We recall the legend of the lost Atlantis in Plato'sC万 肪αs,and the fact that Blake regarded the

land of Albion as a part of the lost continent,However,in the line of thought traced so far,`the

infinite mountains of light now barr'd out by the atlantic sea' where once the new born fire

cOnfronted the starry king is,at one level, T力 ιj「γ♂″ιι力RιυθJ傷廃θ夕ι itself,now sunk in the sea of

tiine and space,an argument which is supported by Blake's Notebook poem、 vritten around 1807

with its similar symbolism。
25 The infinite Auantic mountains must have been for him

reminiscent of his short― lived poe■ l as well as the bright image of the French Revolution,both

of which were completely overwhellned by raging time。

To return to`A Song of Liberty',the starry king(whose symbolism Blake studied in Tカ ゼ

FT2夕ιιんRιυO,%力励  reiected the new born fire with`jealous wings'(25.9;E,44).Instead,he

prepared himself for war and`hurl'd the new born wonder thro'the starry night'(25。 10,E,

44).Blake attributed the transformation of the new born fire into a consuming fire to the King's

iea10usy.As a result,血 e King's allies were utterly devastated,as in the September massacres

of 1792(25。 14-16;E,44).On the other hand,the fallen fire,like Blake's lost poem,was imaged

as a sinking sun which emerged out of the sea again in the morning as`A Song of Liberty'.
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This paper is a revised verslon of a chapter of the thesis presented for the degree of Ph,D. in

the University of Durhanl,England.I'm grateful to David Fuller for his invaluable comments.

�[y gratitude is also due to Patricia Kaim― Caudle and」 ohn Douglas Wracarthur who gave me

helpful suggestions.

Notes

An quotations from Blake are taken from T力 ι Gο聖ク,ι形′ちοtt αη,PT9sι げ V,た ,'J'αη B'α膨,edited

by David V.Erdman,commentary by Harold Bloom,New York,Anchor Press,1965,revised

edition,1982.

Quotations are identified by the abbreviated title of the poem,followed by page(or plate)and

hne number,and page number in Erdman,thusi FR,11.227-9,E,296.

G.E.Bentley's plate numbering is used forッ 4夕 7ぅゼ万θα and is supplied in brackets in reference to the

work,thus,ス ,2<4>。 7-9,E,52.

Frequently cited Blake's works are abbreviated thus:

4  ス物ιttθα α P名砂カゼリ

FP  T力ι FT2夕″力Rιυο,傷賜

VFrrr T力ι Marr/iαどιげ河οαυιη αη
'fra,,

1.F伽7/2,働ηηttё、4S肋の げ
''た''力

αtt Bカカι,Princeton,Princeton University Press,1947,p.308.

2.As detailed later,the date ofッ 4賜 θα,which is currently accepted as 1793,is the same as that of the

bitter quatrain of theッ 4,η¢7iθα Preludiu■ 1,whose probable date is 1795.

3.For the idea of an`Orc cycle',see Frye,op.cit.,pp.206-26.

4.Martin K.Nurmi,`Blake's Revisions of“ THE TYGER"'(1956),7,た ,,Jlαη B,α″οf Sttgs宅 ′Ittθοttθι αη

'EゅっT7iιttο,ed,Margaret Bottrall,London,Macmillan,1970,pp.198-217.

5.Kathleen Raine,B,α ″ο2夕ι,T7a,,廃οη,2v01s.,Princeton University Press,1968,vol.1,p.9.

6.Richard Price,`A Discourse on the Love of our Country'dehvered on November 4,1789,at the h/1eeting―

House in the Old」 ewry,to the Society for Commemorating the Revolution in Great Britain(3rd edn.,

1790),in B傷 力。,励|″,Gο,物Ъ αη,励ι Rιυο,"力oPt C防肋υ″→弟 ed.Marilyn Butler,Camb� dge,

Cambridge University Press,1984,p.29.

7.Erdman first thought that Blake used g with its serif on the left side between 1791 and 1805(`The

Suppressed and Altered Passages in Blake's″ 物dαιοTPt',S肋 ,力d tt B,bι lο

『

ψり,17(1964),pp.151

[pp.52-3]).Later,he revised the view and showed that Blake used the particular g until November

1802(E,817)。

8.Pages、 vhich,according to this argument,were written in 1790 are pp.2-3,5-6, 11-13,21-24.

9.イ「 he Argument'on page 2 has a different tone.It lnay have been engraved towards the end of 1790.

Erdman notes,`I have given up the idea that the “Argument" is a late part of the 、vork; in style of
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lettering it is early,as are plates 3(cOntaining allusion to Blake's33rd birthday,1.e.Nov.28,1790,

alongside which Blake wrOte“ 1790"in One cOpy),5-6,11-13,and 21-24'(B,α 力α P%9クカ珍ナ4F肪熔′
β聖″%,PrincetOn,PAnceton University Press,1954 third edn。 ,1977,p.152).

10.Richard Price,Op.cit。 ,pp.31-2.

11.Edmund Burke,資 0/1ttθ肋熔
"ナ

カο R9υο肋房6耽 物 Sギ醜 ο9,1790,ed.EJ,Paine,B歳
=膨 ,οθケVフリカs,3v01s,

vol.2,oxfOrd,clarendon Press,1877,p.13.

12.Ibid.,p.39.

13.Erdman,B,α ttf Fttψ カヮチ4Fαづηsサ E婢づ″,Op.cit.,pp.218-19.

14.Erdman pOinted out that the scene was satirized by Gillray O■ December 30,1792 in a cart00n titled
`The Dagger Scenei or,the Piot Discover'd'.Blake's is`a prophetic transformatiOn of the Gillray satire'

GЫ d.,p.219).

15.Richard Price,Op.cit。 ,p.32.

16.For the date of`A Song of Liberty',see Erdman,B,α ″診fユ紫嗚 力ιナス』吻,%dナ E吻 ,opocit,,p.192
17.�foloch,Belial,� [anlmon and Beё lzebub argue respectively for Open war with the Heavenly monarch,

enduring the present condition rather than losing it fOr worse,enjoying liberty in HelL and the fraud

of the easier enterprise Of cOnquering earth.

18.B00k Iヽ/.32-113.While Satan's Own remorse and despair are key―
notes,his ire,fear,hope and envy

echo the views Of Moloch,Belial,Mammon and Beёlzebub.

19.The Duke of Burgundy,because Of his speech in favOur of Open、
var,

F,Hanoran,`T力ι敵9ηθ力Rιυο,"tttf Revelation's New Form',B,α 力¢
`David V.Erdman and」 Ohn E.Grant,PrincetOn,PrincetOn University

20.Edmund Burke,Op.cit.,p.93.

21.Blake specinca■ y refers tO this chapter inう勾T月;3;E,34.
22.JOhn Beer argues that the stone is rolled against a cave in vhich Man is closed, preventing his

resurrectiono See B,α 力珍
`rr2,″

αηぢs,η,Manchester,Manchester l」 niversity Press,1968,p.104.The tablet

of law is identical with a tOmbstOne in the design fOr the title page Of Tヵο Bοο力9√ D弦滋♂夕劣
23.Martin K.Nurmi,`Blake's Revisions of“ THE TYGER"',op.cit.,p.200 ff.

24.att Nο″_Bω″げ 7予
汚,,,力物B,αルθα,Jtt T力ι Rο ddο崩 れ五αタクレιdttψ tt ed・ Geoffrey Keynes,London,Nonesuch

Press, 1935, p.162. Erdman, whO produced a facsinile versiOn of Blake's Notebook partly using

infra― red photography,regarded the roughly sketched figure of page 108 as Satan springing up from

ChaOs(Tヵι ttο 形ぅω″げラフ切J力ηB'α θ́,ス P力οチοF名妙筋θ αη
'r"。

鋤 肪θ Fbθdぢ物,′θ,ed.David V,Erdman
win the assistance of Donald K,Moore,1973,Readex BoOks,re� sed edn.,1977).

25.The poe■ l reads thus:

Re engraved Time after Time

Ever in their Youthf■ l prime

My Designs unchanged remain

Tilne rnay rage but rage in vain

For above Tines troubled Fountains

On the Great Atlantic MOuntains

ln my Golden HOuse On high

There they Shine Eternally.

was seen as Moloch by Wilham

7/isづ″躍υ F9枠夕ιs Dηηαttθ,ed.

Press,1970,p.40.

(E,480-1)




